With the recent advancements in AI, Intelligent Virtual Assistants (IVA) have become a ubiquitous part of every home. Going forward, we are witnessing a confluence of vision, speech and dialog system technologies that are enabling the IVAs to learn audio-visual groundings of utterances and have conversations with users about the objects, activities and events surrounding them. As a part of the 7th Dialog System Technology Challenges (DSTC7), for Audio Visual Scene-Aware Dialog (AVSD) track, We explore 'topics' of the dialog as an important contextual feature into the architecture along with explorations around multimodal Attention. We also incorporate an end-to-end audio classification ConvNet, AclNet, into our models. We present detailed analysis of the experiments and show that some of our model variations outperform the baseline system presented for this task.
Introduction
Training end-to-end dialog systems have obviated the need for building extensive engineered pipelines for various components of a Spoken Dialog System (SDS) (Collobert et al. 2011 ) (Serban et al. 2016) . Recent progress in visual grounding techniques (Yu et al. 2016 ) (Antol et al. 2015 ) is enabling machines to understand semantic concepts that are shared across audio, language and vision modalities. Similar progress have been made in the domain of Audio Understanding (Hershey et al. ) allowing machines to listen to the environment and understand various sensory events in the environment. With audio and visual grounding methods, end-to-end multimodal SDSes are now being trained to meaningfully communicate with us in natural language about the real dynamic audio-visual sensory world around us. Real world visual language interactions with machines are still in early stages of demonstrations and have been made possible due to Deep Learning based advancements in fields such as Machine Reading Comprehension, Neural Machine Translation (NMT), Visual Question Answering (VQA) and Visual Dialog (Das et al. 2017) .
Topic models allow unsupervised learning of latent distributions of vector spaces for text documents. These models can help the SDS to consider additional information coming from the context of question topics and dialog history topics while decoding the answers. In this work, we incorporate context information of the dialog -question, history of questions and answers, and captions in terms of adding underlying topical information expressed in these. We also build on top of the AVSD baseline model by adding different configurations of attention layer to the dialog history LSTMs and audio/aideo aeatures to learn to attend to them while generating answers. The main difference of this approach from the baseline encoder-decoder is that it does not attempt to encode the dialog history purely as a recurrence layer. Instead, it encodes the history into a sequence of learnt vectors and chooses a subset of these vectors adaptively while decoding the answer. This allows the decoder to adaptively cope better with long interactions and not rely purely on the history sentence LSTM to try to remember long length interactions. We develop and test our approaches on the AVSD dataset released as a part of the DSTC7 task.
Related Work
The encoder-decoder paradigm (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014) is the most commonly used paradigm for AVSD like applications and was initially developed for the Neural Machine Translation(NMT) domain. While the encoder maps the source encodings to fixed length vectors, the decoder translates the fixed length vectors to the desired target encodings. Many network variations have been proposed as part of this encoder decoder architecture . Attention-based models can dynamically retrieve relevant pieces of the source via selective reading through a relatively simple matching operation. Recent architectures have proposed use of Transformers (Vaswani et al. 2017 ) that extend use of Attention mechanism in various interesting ways. Early Deep Learning based approaches in visual grounding (visual-to-text translation) used RNNs for image captioning (Vinyals et al. 2017) . Early Video Captioning work simply extended the image captioning algorithms by average pooling the video frames (Venugopalan et al. 2015b ). This simple extension fails to capture multiple events spanning longer duration videos. People developed more sophisticated ways to capture longer duration videos by using recurrent encoders for frames (Venugopalan et al. 2015a) or use of Attention (Yao et al. 2015) mechanism to selectively focus on relevant video features. Visual Ques- Figure 1 : Architecture of Our System tion Answering (VQA) (Antol et al. 2015) further extended the Video Captioning and Neural Machine Translation work and incorporated question-to-answer generation via end-toend encoder-decoder framework. Visual Dialog task (Das et al. 2017) further extended VQA for multi-turn conversational dialog about static images addressing dialog handling challenges. AVSD task brings together all of these technologies for holding conversations about videos. To capture objects, events and other temporal information from audio and video streams, a lot of recent progress has been made in audio and video understanding area (Hori et al. 2017) . AVSD system exploits these high level features learnt from various pre-trained networks such as VGGish and C3D (Yu et al. 2016) .
Model Description
In this section, we describe the main architecture explorations of our work. Figure 1 shows our model with three main architectural extensions as will be discussed in the following sections.
Topic Model Explorations
Topics form a very important source of context in a dialog. A dialog is more likely to contain information about a few specific topics. Charades dataset (Sigurdsson et al. 2016) contains videos on common household activities such as watching TV, eating, cleaning, using a laptop, sleeping and so on. Since the dialog data involves the thread of conversation about a given video, there is a natural 'topic' of conversation based on the activity in the video. For example, if the video is about a person in the kitchen cooking, the dialog most likely revolves around the things or activities in the kitchen. Similarly, a video about a person watching TV would most likely involve a dialog around the activities in the living room. However, this segregation is not as straight-forward because only one person in the dialog has access to the entire video, and the other person is guessing and questioning about the activity. This demands a computational linguistics approach to understand the topics of the conversation. In this work, we use topic models to map parts of the dialog to topics in an unsupervised way.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2001) is one of the very commonly used topic models to determine the topic distribution of a document. We train topic models on questions, answers, QA pairs, captions and history. The topic distributions generated by these models are incorporated as features into our models or used to learn topic embeddings.
Guided LDA
1 . Since we are interested in identifiying specific activities based on domain knowledge, we use Guided LDA (Jagarlamudi, III, and Udupa 2012) that presents a way to guide topic models to learn topics of specific interest to a user. This technique uses a set of seed words provided by the user, representative of the topics in a corpus.
• Seed words: We derive the seed words for various topics based on the analysis presented in (Sigurdsson et al. 2016) for the Charades dataset. We consider topics such as entertainment, cooking, cleaning, resting, etc. A detailed list of seed words for the 9-topics configuration is presented in Table 1 . We obtain the seed words by identifying a set of most common nouns (objects), verbs, scenes, and actions from the Charades dataset analysis.
• Examples of text with topics: Below are some of the examples with the predicted topics (having the highest probability within document-topic distribution vector) for given captions, questions and answers from the AVSD dataset: Caption: a person smiles as they cook food on the stove . 
Attention Explorations
In the AVSD baseline architecture, the context vector is the main bridge between the multimodal encoder and the answer decoder. The dialog history encoder encodes information via word level LSTMs followed by sentence level LSTMs. The sentence level LSTM may not be able to retain information from earlier sentences in the dialog history. Only the last hidden state of sentence level LSTM is passed on to to the context vector for the decoder to leverage information from dialog history. This single n-dimensional vector carries the burden of retaining useful information from the entire dialog history. We add attention layer to the dialog history representations and audio/video features to selectively focus on relevant parts of the dialog history and audio/video features at every step of the decoder. We calculate the attention weights corresponding to every dialog history turn, the multimodal features and the decoder representation and apply the weights to the history and multimodal features to compute the relevant representations. These help create a weighted combination of the dialog history and multimodal context that is richer than the unweighted single context vectors of the encoder hidden representations. We append the input encoding alongwith the AV multimodal feature encodings and pass it to the decoder LSTM for learning the output encodings.
Audio Feature Explorations
Following the successes of image classification, ConvNets have become popular for audio classification. (Hershey et al. ) showed that large image classification ConvNets trained with huge amount of weakly labeled Youtube data leads to semantically meaningful representations, which has been effectively used for transfer learning in new tasks. For the sound recognition pipeline, we used an end-to-end audio classification ConvNet, called AclNet (Huang and Leanos 2018) . AclNet takes raw, amplitude-normalized 44.1 kHz audio samples as input, and produces classification output without the need to compute spectral features. The network consists of two separate building blocks: the lowlevel features which uses two 1D convolutions that produces spectral-like outputs, followed by the high-level features which is inspired by the VGG architecture. AclNet is trained using the ESC-50 (Piczak 2015) corpus, which is a dataset of 50 classes of environmental sounds organized in 5 semantic categories (animals, interior/domestic, exterior/urban, human, natural landscapes). Each sound file lasts for 5 seconds and there are 2000 audio recordings in total. ESC-50 has been widely adopted by the machine audition community as a testbed for novel architectures. At the time of this writing, AclNet shows the best one shot accuracy of 85.65% (behind an ensemble model) for the ESC-50.
The nature of training data and the classification architecture have several differences from the VGGish model, which is why we believe it provides a diversifying if not complementary effect for the model fusion. The files and labels of the ESC-50 are carefully curated, as opposed the weakly labeled Youtube data that VGGish is trained with. The spectral features learned by AclNet was completely data-driven, thus it may behave somewhat differently than the mel-spectral features from VGGish.
Dataset
We use the official-training, prototype-validation and prototype-test sets provided as a part of the DSTC7 Audio Visual Scene-Aware Dialog challenge. Table 2 shows the distribution of AVSD data across these different sets. 
AVSD Dataset Analysis
We analyze the official training set of AVSD dataset to gain a better insight on the dialogs, and we also use that knowledge to create certain subsets of the prototype test set to evaluate our results on these subsets in order to observe the desired effects of our models.
• Q/A Lengths: We analyzed the number of words in questions and answers in AVSD, and here are our findings: Questions: µ = 8.46, σ = 3.48, range = [ 2, 56] Answers: µ = 10.41, σ = 5.03, range = [ 5, 55] Unlike similar previous datasets like VisDial (Das et al. 2017) and VQA (Antol et al. 2015) , answers in AVSD are significantly longer and much more detailed. We observed a mean-length of 10.4 words in AVSD compared to 2.9 in Vis-Dial and 1.1 in VQA datasets. This indicates the existence of descriptive and conversational answers in AVSD. Similarly, questions are also lengthy as we see a meanlength of 8.5 words in AVSD compared to 5.1 in Vis-Dial and 6.2 in VQA datasets.
• Binary vs. Non-Binary Q/A: In VisDial, binary questions are defined as those starting with 'do', 'did', 'have', 'has', 'is', 'are', 'was', 'were', 'can', 'could'. We expanded that keywords set with variations based on the most common 100 first words in AVSD questions, and we found that 61.19% of the questions are binary in AVSD. Similarly, answers that contain 'yes' or 'no' are assumed to be binary answers in VisDial, and we expanded the keywords with common variations which strongly indicate that the answer is binary. As a results, we observed that 43.07% of the answers in AVSD are binary. Among them, only 41.69% are 'yes' within all binary (yes/no) answers. We split the dataset into two for binary and nonbinary questions, and we did the same for the answers.
• Coreferences in Dialogs: We analyzed the presence of coreferences in AVSD dialogs by checking whether they contain pronouns like 'he', 'she', 'his', 'her', 'it', 'their', 'they', 'this', 'that', 'those', etc. As the AVSD dialogs have 10 turns, the coreferences are quite common, especially towards the later turns as expected. We observed that 62.08% of the questions and 73.69% of the answers contain those pronouns, which indicates that the coreference resolution will be an issue and the dialog history should be taken into account more seriously.
• Audio-related Q/A: Similar to the binary vs. non-binary Q/A, we constructed a list of keywords which strongly indicate that the conversation involves audio-related questions and answers (such as 'audio', 'sound', 'hear', 'noise', 'voice', etc.). We found that 12.38% of the questions and 14.39% of the answers are audio-related in AVSD, and again we created the subsets accordingly.
Experiments and Results
We use the official-training and prototype-validation sets provided for the task for our experiments and report the results on the prototype-test set. Note that we cannot use the official-test set since the ground truth is not released yet; and we cannot use the official-validation set since it covers the dialogs in the prototype-test set, on which we are reporting our results in this paper. For all of the experiments, we use Adam optimizer and pick the best model based on the lowest validation perplexity for response generation.
In the subsections below, we present the results of our explorations on topics, attention and audio-based experiments. In general, the CIDEr metric (Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation) (Vedantam, Zitnick, and Parikh 2015) uses sentence similarity and inherently captures the notions of grammaticality, saliency, importance and accuracy. It is also shown to present higher agreement with the judgement of consensus assessed by humans compared to other metrics such as BLEU and ROUGE. Based on this, we focus more on the improvements in CIDEr scores for our experiments.
Topic Experiments
To include topics, we try various configurations. We use separate topic models trained on questions, answers, QA pairs (i.e., concatenated Q and A), captions, history (i.e., concatenated QA pairs until the current dialog turn), and history+captions (i.e., concatenated caption and QA pairs until the current turn) respectively to generate topics for samples from each category.
• Standard LDA vs. Guided LDA: We experimented with training topic models using both Standard LDA (without seed words) and Guided LDA (with seed words) methods separately for questions, answers, QA pairs, captions, and overall history.
• Number of Topics: To investigate the effects of variation in number of guided topics on the performance of our models, we experimented with training topic models using 5, 7, 9 and 11 topics. We observed that using 9 seeded topics yields the best scores for the responses. Thus, we continued with 9 topics for all of our topic experiments.
In addition, we experimented with adding topics in various ways as described below:
1 Topics as Features: We explore incorporating the topic distribution vectors generated by Guided LDA as features for the questions and the dialog history. The question topics are added to the decoder state directly. In one variation, the dialog history topics are copied to all the decoder states directly. For this variation, we explored two configurations to construct dialog history topics: 1) We concatenate QA pair topics and caption topics at each turn, which we directly call our 'GuidedLDA' model; 2) We leverage all available topics (i.e., questions, answers, QA pairs, captions, history, history+captions), which we call 'GuidedLDA-all'. In another variation, the dialog history topics are added as features to the history encoder LSTM to generate a richer representation, which we call HLSTM-with-topics. We also experiment adding GloVe vector representation (Pennington, Socher, and Manning 2014) for question and history. Specifically, we tried 200 dimension vectors with fine-tuning. 2 Learning Topic Embeddings: We learn topic embeddings from topics generated for the questions, QA pairs and captions. For each question, QA pair and caption, we pick the top-3 topics based on the topic proportions generated by the Guided LDA. We try to learn the embeddings for these topics similar to learning word-embeddings. Table 3 compares the baseline model with the addition of StandardLDA and GuidedLDA topic distributions as features. GuidedLDA performs better than the baseline for the CIDEr, ROUGE and METEOR metrics, while the baseline performs better for the BLEU scores (except BLEU4, which is the same for both). StandardLDA shows better CIDEr Table 4 : Performance on Binary/Non-binary Answers score compared to the baseline, but GuidedLDA performs better than StandardLDA for all metrics as expected. Note that when we incorporate all available topics at each turn using GuidedLDA-all model instead of GuidedLDA, we obtain much better BLEU scores; and we reach better or similar performances for all metrics compared to the baseline. GuidedLDA+GloVe is our best performing model and outperforms baseline in all metrics. It also outperforms all other topic-based models that we explored (except GuidedLDA in terms of CIDEr score). The HLSTM-with-topics model performs better and similar to the baseline in terms of CIDEr metric and BLEU4, METEOR and ROUGE metrics, respectively. The baseline however performs better than the Topicembeddings model in all metrics except CIDEr. We also compare the GuidedLDA models with the baseline by evaluating on subsets of the dataset consisting of binary and non-binary answers. From Table 4 , for binary subset, GuidedLDA performs better than baseline for some metrics while GuidedLDA+GloVe shows similar/better performance as compared to baseline for all metrics. Interestingly, for the non-binary subset, our GuidedLDA+GloVe model outperforms baseline for all metrics. This shows that our model can generate better responses for the more complex, non-binary answer types. 
Attention Experiments
In our model, we have modified the baseline architecture and added attention layer with 4 different configurations for the answer decoder to leverage information directly from the dialog history LSTMs and multimodal audio/video features. Since the attention layer pays attention to the dialog history in all our configurations while decoding, we wanted to evaluate the performance of attention with respect to the baseline solely for questions that could benefit from dialog history. It is non-trivial to do such analysis quantitatively. One naive way to accomplish this is to isloate the questions containing coreferences and perform the analysis on these questions. Table 6 shows the performance of our models on the standard evaluation metrics on this coreference-subset of the dataset. We further wanted to check how semantically meaningful were the results that we generated using the attention variations. In order to compare the results at a more semantic level, we performed quantitative analysis on dialogs that contained binary answer in the ground truth, by creating the binary answers subset. We evaluate our models on their ability to predict these binary answers correctly (using precision, recall and F1 scores) and present this analysis in Figure 2. 1 Attention on Dialog History Word LSTMs, all output states: In this configuration, we remove the sentence level dialog history LSTM and the decoder computes the attention scores directly between the decoder state and the word level output states for all dialog history. We first padded the Word LSTM outputs from Dialog History LSTMs (see Word LSTM in History in Figure 1 ) to the maximum sentence length of all the sentences. We summed up all the attention scores from each of the sentence context vectors with the query decoder state. Directly attending to the output states of the word LSTMs in the dialog history encoder didn't perform well on any of the evaluation metrics compared to the baseline. This attention mechanism possibly attended to way more information than needed. Using this kind of attention, we had hoped that the system could remember answers that were already given (directly or indirectly) in the earlier turns of the dialog. Unfortunately we couldn't perform such quantitative analysis on the dataset in this work. The binary answer evaluation in this setup also performed poorer than the baseline as shown in Figure 2 .
Question:
is there sound to the video ? Did he make a sound when blowing his nose ? does she say anything ?
Ground Truth yes there is sound . nothing important . he didnt blow his nose she does not say anything .
Baseline + VGGish no there is no sound in the video no he did not smile in the video no there is no sound in the video .
Baseline + AclNet yes there is sound in the video no he didnt sneeze in the video no she does not say anything . This configuration is similar to the last one with the difference that we add multimodal audio/video features as additional state to the attention module. This mechanism allows the decoder to selectively focus on the multimodal features alongwith the dialog history sentences. This configuration didn't really help improve the evaluation metrics compared to the baseline (see Table 6 ) except the CIDEr metric score. The results on binary answer evaluation (Figure 2 ) improved compared to the baseline but slightly degraded compared to the last configuration.
Audio Experiments
Features extracted using a new state-of-the-art model, Audio Set VGGish were provided as a part of the DSTC7 AVSD challenge. We explore the use of the AclNet features based on the softmax output of the 50-classes from the model described in the previous section. Table 7 shows the comparison of the baseline model without audio features, and baseline with the addition of the VGGish and the AclNet features. From the table, Baseline+AclNet (B+AclNet) shows improved scores on all metrics as compared to the baseline and Baseline+VGGish (although B+VGGish gives the best score for this metric). We further try to analyse the effects of the audio features specifically on audio-related questions. We split the test dataset into audio-related and non-audio-related dialogs and evaluate the performance of our models on these subsets. From Table 7 , we observe that B+AclNet performs the best on audio-related questions as well. Table 5 presents a qualitative analysis of the addition of the VGGish and AclNet features to the baseline model. The question, "is there sound in the video?" is incorrectly answered by the B+VGGish model and correctly answered by the AclNet addition. Another interesting observation is made for the question "Did he make a sound when blowing his nose?". B+AclNet refers to "sneeze" in the response which is close to the ground truth answer "he didnt blow his nose", while the VGGish model does not generate a relevant response.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present some explorations and techniques to improve contextual and multimodal end-to-end audiovisual scene aware dialog system. We incorporate context of the dialog in the form of topics, we use various attention mechanisms to enable the decoder to focus on relevant parts of the dialog history and audio/video features, and we incorporate audio features from an end-to-end audio classification architecture, AclNet. As part of the 7th Dialog System Technology Challenges (DSTC7), we validate our approaches on the AVSD dataset and show that some of our models perform better than the baseline on various metrics. Our topic-based contextual models also show that guiding the topic models with seed-words help in improving the overall performance as compared to the baseline. We also present a quantitative evaluation of our models on their ability to predict binary answers correctly. We show that our attention-based mechanisms perform well on dialog data involving coreference. We also show qualitatively and quantitatively that incorporating our audio pipeline improves the performance as compared to the VGGish features. AVSD is a new and exiting research area and the current work involved addition of contextual features and Attention mechanisms. As future work, besides fine-tuning the current techniques, we plan to explore multimodal fusion techniques and incorporate better representations for other modalities, such as object, pose and activity recognition algorithms into the pipeline.
